The resilience-enabling value of African folktales: The read-me-to-resilience intervention
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Abstract
Resilience, or the process of adjusting well to adversity, draws on personal and social ecological resources (i.e., caregiving and community supports). Previous research—conducted mostly in the Global North—has shown that bibliotherapy offers a way to support children in identifying and utilizing resilience-enabling resources. In so doing, bibliotherapy has the potential to facilitate resilience. In this article, we confirm the resilience-supporting value of bibliotherapy for African orphans and vulnerable children (OVC). To do so, we report the quantitative and qualitative pre- and post-test results of the Read-me-to-Resilience Study (N = 345). This quasi-experimental study showed that African children who listened to indigenous resilience-themed stories had a significantly increased awareness of personal and community-based protective resources post-intervention, than those who did not. Interestingly, there was no significant increase in their perceptions of caregiving resources. The findings suggest that school psychologists and teachers should include resilience-enabling stories in their support of children who are orphaned. However, further research is needed on how best to use stories in ways that will enable children to identify caregiving resources.
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Although exact figures are elusive, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF, n.d.) estimates that there are 3.7 million orphaned children in South Africa and that the magnitude of this number is linked to the AIDS epidemic. Whereas the majority of South African orphans live in an adult-headed household, in general these children are less likely to be living with a biological parent or engaged in school. Additionally, they are more likely to be black Africans who struggle with material deprivation, food insecurity, and marginalization (Ward, Makusha, & Bray, 2015). Similarly, those children who care for chronically ill and/or dying parents, are also vulnerable and face similar challenges (Heath, Donald, Theron, & Lyon, 2014). Both groups of children—orphans and those living with ill and dying parents, referred to as orphans and vulnerable children (OVC)—experience a range of negative emotions that potentially obstruct their well-being (Betancourt, Meyers-Ohki, Charrow, & Hansen, 2013).

In particular, South African OVC are at risk for negative developmental and mental health outcomes. As in many low and middle-income countries, this risk is heightened by the harsh reality of limited (if any) access to mental health professionals—including School Psychologists (SPs), who are available to assist children in avoiding negative outcomes (Patel et al., 2013). One viable option to address this need, task-sharing (Padmanathan & De Silva, 2013, p. 82), involves supporting lay persons to provide basic and less demanding forms of mental health service. Task-sharing has been suggested as a practicable option for addressing mental health care needs where services are currently limited or unavailable.

One such example of task-sharing is bibliotherapy—the therapeutic use of carefully chosen stories intended to support children as they adjust to risks that threaten their optimal development. Bibliotherapy is not reliant on implementation by mental health professionals and has been successfully used by teachers, caregiving figures, and even children themselves (Heath & Cole, 2012). Accordingly, the Read-me-to-Resilience (Rm2R; Wood, Theron, & Mayaba, 2012) intervention was premised on the assumption that teachers and others who are not formally trained as mental health practitioners could use a bibliotherapy-based intervention to support the resilience of South African OVC.

The purpose of this article is to provide empirical evidence relating to the above assumption by reporting quantitative and qualitative results that document how the bibliotherapy-based Rm2R intervention supports the resilience of OVC. In doing so, this article builds on an earlier pilot study investigating Rm2R (see Wood et al., 2012). As in the preceding publication, the current study investigates the outcomes in using resilience-themed folktales to support OVC who face chronic challenges. This study also evaluates Rm2R’s effect in terms of leveraging social ecological supports to strengthen children’s resilience. The outcomes of this study will have direct implications for those who work with South Africa’s OVC, and more generally for SPs who work in school settings with limited access to children’s mental health services.
Social ecological pathways to resilience

For the purposes of the Rm2R study we adopted an ecological systems approach to resilience. This approach explains resilience as a dynamic, interactive process that supports positive outcomes in the face of acute and/or chronic stressors (Masten, 2001, 2014). To this end, children and social ecological representatives (e.g., parents and family members, peers, SPs and other helping professionals, policy makers) need to interact in such a way that facilitates positive outcomes (Ungar, 2011).

Additionally, children draw on intrapersonal resources (e.g., a sense of humour, optimism, and tenacity) as well as accessible social ecological resources (e.g., education opportunities and mentor-figures) that are useful within their specific context and point in time (Wright & Masten, 2015). In addition, children co-facilitate resilience processes when they exercise agency and negotiate for resources that are necessary, but absent or inaccessible (Munford & Sanders, 2015). Despite the fact that children contribute to resilience processes in these important ways, there is a growing tendency to emphasize that social ecologies have the greater responsibility toward supporting resilience, particularly when children experience increased levels of risk (Ungar et al., 2015). In some ways this perceived shift in responsibility is in response to earlier theories of resilience that primarily associated positive outcomes with qualities in individual children (Masten, 2014). Thus, there are calls to decenter (Ungar, 2011, p. 5) individual children in theories of and interventions toward resilience and, instead, to emphasize the quality of facilitative caregiving and contextual resources.

To facilitate enabling caregiving and contextual resources, adult members of a social ecology need to be purposeful champions of resilience. This includes making meaningful (i.e., relevant) caregiving and contextual resources available and accessible, as well as advocating for social change that should result in young people being less at risk for negative outcomes (Hart et al., 2016). In the interests of promoting resilience, and as influential social ecological representatives, SPs have a specific duty to pre-empt and/or limit situations and events that place children at risk for negative outcomes, as well as a duty to make relevant resources available to children (Theron, 2016a).

Relevant resources are resources that are developmentally appropriate as well as aligned with the contextual realities and cultural norms of children’s social ecologies at a specific point in time (Panter-Brick, 2015). For example, Chinese children are socialized to prioritize parental support above all other forms of support (see Tian & Wang, 2015), whereas Sesotho-speaking African children are encouraged to recognize the support implicit in an interdependent way-of-being (Theron, 2016b). This interdependent way-of-being promotes a flexible understanding of kinship that encourages strong social bonds with blood relatives as well as neighbors, peers, and other community members. Additionally, an interdependent way-of-being also promotes an appreciation for personal strengths and how these can be used to nurture meaningful interpersonal connectedness (Theron & Theron, 2013).
Essentially, children are more likely to utilize the supports that they have been socialized to draw on—therefore, optimally, interventions need to maximize socially relevant supports (Ungar, 2015).

Accordingly, the Rm2R intervention purposefully included African stories rather than bibiotherapeutic materials developed in non-African contexts. As detailed in Wood, Theron, and Mayaba (2012), the 22 tales that made up the Rm2R intervention, sensitized children to quintessentially African pathways of resilience (i.e., they drew attention to enablers in the self and the collective of family, peer-group, community, and culture). To test the plausibility of the potential of these stories to support social ecological pathways of resilience among black African OVC, we conducted the following study.

**Methods**

**Design**

To compile stories for the Rm2R intervention, we collected approximately 100 traditional stories. We asked African elders across South Africa to tell us stories that they remembered hearing when they were children and that encouraged them to *keep going* when life was challenging. Our decision to ask African elders to recount stories was prompted by South Africa’s sad history of privileging English- and Afrikaans-medium texts that promote colonial practices and values, whilst simultaneously neglecting to publish traditionally African stories in indigenous African languages (Edwards & Ngwaru, 2013). As detailed in Wood et al. (2012) the recounted stories were all about African children or African animals who overcame various difficulties. In many instances, the protagonists drew on African spiritual practices or traditional African values (e.g., interdependence) to surmount the challenges facing them. In this sense, the stories were akin to folktales.

Thereafter, a multicultural team of five professionals (a counselling psychologist, three clinical psychologists, and an education specialist) rigorously reviewed these transcribed and translated stories for their resilience-promoting potential. At the time of the study, each member of the multicultural team had at least ten years of professional experience and were, or had previously been, university professors. Additionally, each of the five professionals were familiar with the concept of resilience. The team members’ review resulted in selecting 22 stories that make up the Rm2R intervention.

To evaluate the resilience-enabling usefulness of these 22 stories, we implemented a quasi-experimental design, involving concurrent mixed methods (Creswell, 2014). As described in this manuscript our research study entailed collecting quantitative and qualitative data one week prior to and following the 22-week Rm2R intervention (i.e., pre- and post-intervention measurements were approximately 6 months apart). Explained in greater detail in the following section,
we included three groups of OVC: One experimental and two control groups. The children were not strictly grouped according to either age or sex, but members in each group shared the same mother-tongue.

Fieldworkers (i.e., post-graduate education students) read one folktale per week to groups of 10 to 30 OVC (aged 9-years-old to 14-years-old) who were assigned to the Experimental Group. Fieldworkers read the stories in the mother-tongues of the participants (i.e., isiXhosa, Sesotho, and isiZulu). In most instances, they read to children immediately after school in classrooms or other available public spaces. Unlike in other more creative iterations of bibliotherapy (e.g., Mayaba & Wood, 2015; Montgomery & Maunders, 2015), in this quasi-experimental study, the fieldworkers did not engage children in any form of follow-up activity that would potentially prompt reflection on or internalization of resilience-enabling story content.

For Control Group 1 the same fieldworkers read stories (also in mother-tongue) to groups of 10 to 30 OVC (aged 10-years-old to 14-years-old), however the stories for this group included factual content (e.g., interesting facts about weather phenomena or animals). The children assigned to Control Group 2 received no form of intervention during the course of the study.

The study was ethically cleared by the institutional review board of South Africa’s North-West University. Standard ethical procedures were observed, such as offering informed caregiver consent, child assent, and voluntary participation. In addition, at the close of the study, fieldworkers provided gatekeepers at participating schools/institutions with a bound copy of the folktales so that children in the control groups could also hear or independently read the stories.

Participants

This study included 345 participants who, following informed assent processes and parent/caregiver consent, completed both the pre- and post-tests. Participants included 195 girls, 149 boys, and 1 gender undisclosed. The mean age of participants was 11.50 years, (SD = 1.57). Children were purposefully recruited by gatekeepers (at participating schools, children’s homes, and shelters) who collaborated with the research team. The criteria for recruitment were age (9-years-old to 14-years-old) and indicators of vulnerability that included being orphaned and/or caring for an ill parent or parents. Care was taken during the recruitment phase not to stigmatize eligible children. For example, there was no public mention of the recruitment criteria.

At the time of the study, participants lived in South Africa, in either the Eastern Cape Province or Gauteng Province. Within each province, participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: The Experimental Group (N = 110) that heard resilience stories; a Control Group that heard factual stories (Control 1, N = 111); or to a second Control Group that heard no stories (Control 2, N = 124).
Instruments and procedures

Quantitative measure. To measure children’s experiences of resilience-supporting resources, we utilized the 28-item Child and Youth Resilience Measure (CYRM-28; Ungar & Liebenberg, 2011). This Likert-type scale is clustered into three sub-scales that reflect a social ecological conceptualization of resilience. Accordingly, the sub-scales assess: (a) individual resources, including personal skills (e.g., ability to problem-solve, awareness of personal strengths), peer support, and social skills; (b) caregiver relationships, including physical and psychological caregiving; and (c) contextual resources (i.e., connection to culture, religious and spiritual beliefs, and education) (see Liebenberg, Ungar, & Van de Vijver, 2012). We administered the CYRM-28 both prior to and after the intervention, yielding a set of pre- and post-test data. The independent variable was the type of intervention received (Experimental, resilience stories; Control 1, factual stories; and Control 2, no stories). The dependent variables were the three sub-scales of the CYRM-28. In our study, the CYRM had a reliability index of $a = 0.845$ (Cronbach’s alpha), suggesting high internal consistency of the test items.

Qualitative. To obtain a more detailed understanding of the resilience-supporting resources that were present in children’s lives, we utilized the Draw-and-Talk-/Write methodology (Mitchell, Theron, Stuart, Smith, & Campbell, 2011). This methodology invites children to make a free-hand drawing that is relevant to a research focus and then to explain, either orally or in writing, what the drawing means. Children’s explanations of their drawings help to limit researchers’ subjective bias during data analysis (Guillemin & Drew, 2010).

We used the following prompt to guide the content of participant-produced drawings: ‘Think about your life now. Draw a picture that will show what your life is like. Remember that how well you draw is not important’. The prompt was purposefully broad in order not to bias children toward reporting either risk or resilience-enabling resources. We asked children to explain what their drawings were conveying. The majority wrote brief explanations of their drawings. In instances where participants provided a verbal explanation, fieldworkers wrote the explanation.

The above prompted drawings and explanations that potentiated insight into children’s first-hand experience of risks and resources. For the purposes of this article, our focus is on the resources that children reported and how these were similar/different following participation in the study. To this end, the first author and a research psychologist coded the visual and narrative data independently and deductively, using the question: ‘What resilience-enabling resources do OVC report?’. As detailed in Table 1, the deductive codes were based on the resilience-enabling resources measured by the CYRM-28 (i.e., personal skills, social skill, peer support, physical caregiving, psychological caregiving, spiritual resources, educational resources, and cultural resources; Liebenberg et al., 2012). In addition, to heighten sensitivity to how the aforementioned resources are likely to manifest in a South African context, the coders drew on syntheses of South African resilience...
This study’s two coders conducted a separate analysis of the data generated pre- and post-intervention, and then compared these to determine post-intervention patterns of sustained, diminished, and/or additional resources across the participating groups. When they compared their coding in a consensus meeting, it was apparent that the coding was virtually identical. Nevertheless, to heighten trustworthiness of reported coding results, the first author asked a post-graduate research assistant to independently compare the pre- and post-intervention codes and compile a summary of post-intervention changes in the data. This summary provided an additional check on the trustworthiness of the coding process.

Results

Quantitative

Pretest. The pre-test Multivariate Analyses of Variance (MANOVAs) performed on the CRYM variables showed that, before the intervention, there were statistically
significant differences between the three groups for the individual \( F(2, 344) = 8.34, p = 0.0001, \eta^2 = 0.049 \), caregiver \( F(2, 344) = 8.37, p = 0.0001, \eta^2 = 0.051 \), and community \( F(2, 344) = 8.42, p = 0.0001, \eta^2 = 0.049 \) variables (See Table 2). Post hoc tests revealed that these differences were between the Experimental and Control 2 Groups \( p = 0.001; p = 0.01; p = 0.006 \) and between the Control 1 and Control 2 Groups \( p = 0.002; p = 0.0001; p = 0.0001 \) for the individual, caregiver, and community scales respectively.

**Effects of the intervention.** In order to control for the regression towards the mean of the data, and to eliminate the effects of the pre-test score differences on the post-test score (Bonate, 2000), we carried out pre-test–post-test Multivariate Analyses of Covariance (MANCOVAs), using the pre-test scores as covariates, with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. These analyses revealed significant group differences on the individual \( F(2, 344) = 6.53, p = 0.001 \), caregiver \( F(2, 344) = 5.01, p = 0.007 \) and community \( F(2, 344) = 4.25, p = 0.01 \) scales, although effect sizes were small \( \eta^2 = 0.024–0.038 \). Post hoc analyses showed that, on the individual scale, there were significant differences between the Experimental Group and Control Groups 1 and 2 \( p = 0.01 \), with the Experimental Group showing the greatest improvement. There were no significant differences between the two Control Groups. On the caregiver scale, there was a significant difference between the Experimental Group and Control Group 2 \( p = 0.05 \), in favour of the Experimental Group; however when the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons was applied, this difference was no longer considered significant. No significant differences were evident between the Experimental and Control Group 1 on the caregiver scale. Significant differences were found between the Experimental and both Control Groups \( p = 0.01 \) on the community scale, again in favour of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental (( N = 110 ))</th>
<th>Control 1 (( N = 111 ))</th>
<th>Control 2 (( N = 124 ))</th>
<th>( F )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( \eta^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>38.10</td>
<td>38.05</td>
<td>34.71</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver</td>
<td>40.90</td>
<td>41.78</td>
<td>38.48</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>44.79</td>
<td>45.44</td>
<td>42.13</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post-test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>39.28</td>
<td>37.25</td>
<td>37.71</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver</td>
<td>41.42</td>
<td>40.20</td>
<td>39.92</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>45.04</td>
<td>43.57</td>
<td>43.09</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental Group. There were no significant differences between the Control Groups on this scale.

**Qualitative**

**Pretest.** Across all three groups, vulnerability (expressed as lack of access to basic material resources, experiences of abuse and marginalisation, and bereavement) was evident. For instance, the following type of comments were common: ‘Sometimes when I get home and I am very hungry, sometimes there is no food, but my mother try her best for me to eat’ and ‘My parents have passed away when I was young, that is why I am crying. My mother did not say bye-bye to me’.

Still, across all three groups, children spontaneously reported personal, caregiver, and contextual resources that helped to mitigate the aforementioned risks. Female caregivers (mothers, grandmothers, and aunts) dominated children’s descriptions of the more positive aspects of their lives. Comments such as, ‘I now stay with my granny. She buys me clothes’ or ‘Our mother provides for our needs’ were recurrent. Reference to peer support was frequent too: ‘We play skipping rope with my friends at home so that we do not feel lonely’ or ‘If my friend is hungry I give them food. And he to me also’.

Reference to personal and community-based resources was less prevalent. Personal resources included agency and the capacity to elicit peer support. Community-based resources were limited to comments about school, with children occasionally referring to school being a supportive context that included access to a daily meal, opportunity to interact with friends, and helpful teachers. For example, ‘At school we write about our lives and our teachers support us’.

**Effects of the intervention.** Post-intervention, gains in reported resources were limited to personal and educational resources and most noticeable in the Experimental Group. The post-intervention data generated by 36% of the Experimental Group included comments on personal agencies; 28% of these children had made no reference to personal resources in their pre-intervention description of their lives. Agency included the capacity to (a) solve problems in constructive and interdependent ways (e.g., ‘When there is no food at home I eat at a friend’s place. They know our home situation. They know that there no money at home to buy food and pay debts’); (b) affirm personal strengths (e.g., ‘I’m a comfortable person, proud of who I am’); (c) demonstrate responsibility (e.g., ‘I like to help my teacher by cleaning her table and closing her cupboard’); and (d) engage in developmentally appropriate peer activity (e.g., ‘I’m part of the choir’). Less than half as many children from Control Group 1 (17%) and Control Group 2 (13%) reported similar personal resources, post-intervention.

Similarly, compared with children from Control Group 1 (6%) and Control Group 2 (4%), 14% of children from the Experimental Group commented on education resources, post-intervention. In this reporting, the emphasis was on how education has the potential to leverage upward trajectories (e.g., ‘It is
important that every child can have an education and let me tell you education can build your future’). Children hoped that in enacting educational aspirations, they would also be able to improve their families’ futures (e.g., ‘I would like to be a lawyer . . . and take care of my parents’). As with the gains in reported personal resources, most children who valued education post-intervention had not included similar statements in the pre-intervention description of their lives.

Across all three groups, there was a decline in children’s reference to supportive connections to adult caregivers. Given that the post-test was conducted almost six months after the pre-test, and given the high incidence of bereavement and fluid living arrangements in HIV and AIDS-impacted contexts (Mpofu, Ruhode, Mhaka-Mutepha, January, & Mapfumo, 2015), this finding is not entirely unexpected.

Discussion

The quantitative and qualitative results confirm that there is resilience-enabling value in reading carefully chosen stories to African OVC. Statistically significant improvements were evident for the group that listened to the indigenous resilience-themed stories. These improvements occurred in their perceptions of both personal and community-based resilience resources. Although the effect sizes for these differences were small, Glass, McGaw, and Smith (1981) point out that the effectiveness of a particular intervention must be interpreted in relation to other interventions that seek to address the same challenge and produce the same effect. They also emphasize that the practical importance of an effect must also be considered in regard to the intervention’s relative costs and benefits. Consequently, if an inexpensive and easily implemented intervention—such as an adult reading resilience-themed stories to groups of children—exerts even a small positive change, the improvement is welcomed. Additionally, when the intervention is implemented in a low resource educational context, the factors of cost and ease of implementation are particularly important factors to consider. In particular, small improvements are appreciated when the intervention results in improvement for all participants and when the effects of the intervention are cumulative over time.

In this study, the qualitative results repeat the pattern of improvement relating to personal and community-based resilience resources. As compared to the Control Groups, based on post-intervention data, when describing their everyday lives, children in the Experimental Group, were at least twice as likely to include references to personal agency and education resources or education-related aspirations. When this study’s quantitative and qualitative data are considered, the results suggest that reading carefully chosen stories has a positive effect, albeit modest, on the resilience of South African OVC. These results fit with the general conclusion of Montgomery and Mauders (2015): Their systematic review of eight, creative bibliotherapeutic interventions (conducted in the Global North) supported the efficacy of bibliography.
When considering this study’s findings, it is important to comment on the fact that no statistical effect of the intervention was evident on the caregiver scale of the CYRM-28. Similarly, the qualitative findings suggested Rm2R had a more pronounced effect on children’s tendency to report personal resources, a lesser effect on children’s reporting of contextual resources (particularly awareness of education resources), and no apparent positive effect on children’s reporting of caregiving resources. The emphasis on personal resources is reminiscent of earlier emphases on children’s personal qualities when accounting for resilience—although children’s personal qualities remain important to the process of resilience, they should not be prioritized above caregiving and contextual resources (Masten, 2014; Ungar, 2011). The children’s emphasis on their own strengths implies that Rm2R was more influential in building their awareness of personal resources and less to build their awareness of social ecological resources. It is possible that because children were the sole beneficiaries of Rm2R, their personal resources were inadvertently emphasized. We wonder what the effect on children’s perceptions of resilience-enabling resources might have been if caregivers and other adults from children’s social ecologies had co-listened to the stories. Might this variation have de-centered the focus on personal resources? Further research is needed on how to use stories in ways that will enable perceptions of caregiving resources.

It is also entirely possible that children in the Experimental Group accentuated the personal, post-intervention, because personal resources were more readily identifiable and/or accessible. Given reports of attenuated social ecological support for OVC (Betancourt et al., 2013; Ward et al., 2015), it is probable that Rm2R did not leverage children’s perceptions of caregiving and contextual resources because, in their lived experience, these were not part of their everyday lives. In other words, although Rm2R succeeded in making children aware of their own agency and of education resources (which are generally accessible in South Africa), the Rm2R intervention apparently did not succeed in galvanizing social ecological agency toward resource provision. In this regard, we wondered, what would the effect have been if Rm2R had included a parallel set of stories for caregivers and other adults from children’s social ecologies that emphasized the responsibility of a social ecology to enable resilience processes? As such, might caregiving and contextual resources then have been a more readily identifiable part of children’s daily life experiences?

It is also important to comment on how Rm2R was implemented. Post-graduate education students facilitated a weekly reading of the stories to groups of OVC. There was minimal cost involved in this facilitation. This adds further evidence to the notion that bibliotherapy can be meaningfully used, even when there are limited financial resources and a limited number of facilitators who have mental health training (Heath & Cole, 2012). This study’s findings strengthen notions that lay people can, with the right tools and supports, facilitate basic forms of mental health provision and enable children’s resilience (Padmanathan & De Silva, 2013). It also adds to nascent understandings that bibliotherapy can be meaningfully used with groups of (African) young people in public spaces (Montgomery & Mauders,
2015; Tukhareli, 2011) and implies that strict age and sex group delimiters may not be necessary. In the resource- and service-poor contexts where many OVC reside, the aforementioned factors all have significant implications for leveraging resilience.

This study’s findings must be considered within the confines of a number of study limitations. Because we only included a single post-intervention measurement, we cannot comment on the longevity of the results reported in this article. Similarly, because the sample size was modest, there is insufficient statistical power to disaggregate results according to either sex or age (children versus early adolescents). In addition, although we would like to draw the conclusion that the stories were valuable because they were quintessentially African stories recounted by African elders and so culturally relevant, we do not have the data to show this. Had we included a third Control Group that listened to non-indigenous, resilience-themed stories (e.g., stories from Asia or Europe), we could have commented more authoritatively on the value of using indigenous stories to enable resilience. Despite these limitations, based on the results of our quasi-experimental study, it is possible to distil three core lessons for SPs. We discuss these lessons in the following section.

**What can SPs learn from the Rm2R study?**

*Utilize bibliotherapy in culturally-sensitive ways.* As previously argued (e.g., Theron, 2016a; Theron & Donald, 2013), SPs need to be respectful of the constructive cultural norms, values, and expectations that children cherish. Interventions must draw on these contextual aspects to champion children’s resilience. Applied to bibliotherapy, this means that SPs need to assess the resilience-enabling potential of stories that are embedded in children’s cultural heritage and consider how to include these stories in bibliotherapeutic interventions. In this regard, SPs will need to identify members of children’s families and communities as cultural experts and collaborate with them to co-compile a culturally sensitive bibliotherapeutic tool. Further, SPs need to explore how culturally aligned creative facilitation of bibliotherapy could advance its resilience-enabling value. Among African OVC, for example, the creative use of music and arts-based extension activities (both of which resonate with traditional African culture) have previously been shown to promote better uptake of story content (Mayaba & Wood, 2015).

*Share bibliotherapy tasks with other social ecological stakeholders.* The results of this Rm2R study as well as other studies (e.g., Heath & Cole, 2012) show that lay persons can be relied on to successfully deliver bibliotherapy interventions. SPs can, therefore, invite social ecological stakeholders to be co-bibliotherapists. Our first recommendation prompted inclusion of members of children’s families and communities in the compilation of bibliotherapeutic interventions. In addition, SPs can draw on members of children’s social ecologies to facilitate reading/narrating...
the stories. This would promote mother-tongue delivery, and would also compensate for the limited opportunities that SPs have to deliver therapeutic interventions during the school day (Atkinson, Squires, Bragg, Muscutt, & Wasilewski, 2014). It would also sensitize social ecological stakeholders to the resilience-enabling potential of bibliotherapy which could have positive ramifications for the stakeholders, as well as others with whom they interact.

**Go beyond child-directed bibliotherapy to nurture resilience.** As reported in this Rm2R study, using bibliotherapy in traditionally clinical ways (i.e., aligned with Cognitive Behavioural Therapy rationales, aimed at a child/children and facilitated by an adult—see Montgomery & Maunders, 2015) may have limited value for nurturing resilience because it appears not to leverage social ecological responsiveness. Ultimately, for children to develop optimally, adults in any given social ecology need to make relevant caregiving and contextual resources available to children. Adults must also facilitate circumstances that predict positive outcomes for children (Hart et al., 2016; Seccombe, 2002). In the case of OVC, this must include sensitizing adults to the importance of sustained facilitative connections and access to material resources (including quality schooling). SPs must also work with adults to facilitate positive circumstances and access to adequate resources. How SPs galvanize adult commitment to championing resilience is not as important as SPs’ enactment of this crucial advocacy role (Theron, 2016a). As intimated earlier in this article, an investigation into SP use of caregiver- and other stakeholder-directed bibliotherapy to achieve adult commitment to championing resilience is likely to deliver fascinating new insights into pathways to resilience.
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